
     Although the game is basically played using cards each turn and using dice to roll
bonuses as directed by the cards, there are several ways to play which mirror familiar
game modes in video game formats, such as:

Welcome to the Tribe of the Broken Crescent, an expandable, role playing, turn-based card game for 1 to 8 players. 

     In addion to a deck of TOBC playing cards, it will be helpful for you to have handy while you play, a pencil and paper, 
a dice set which includes D6, D10, and D20; and a set of coins or glass stones to use as counters.
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Different Characters will
recieve different bonuses
depending on who uses
this equipment.

Play equipped cards
next to the character
using them.

To use this card,
subtract 7 life from 120.

When used, roll 1 D6
and add the result to the
base damage roll.

In this example, The Holy Freighter is going to
aack Flag Face. Because his base aack roll
is less than FF’s base defense roll, Holy Freighter
must use a card to increase his aack value.

To use the card:
T  W    L
Holy Freighter pays 4 life.

Then he recieves a bonus of 1 D6.

Holy Freighter rolls
a result of 4.

When an aack is successful,
The character being aacked has

the opportunity to defend themselves
using modifiers from previously
played cards such as equipment.

Flag Face is wearing the Kevlar
Armor. wich allows him to roll
1 D6 and add the result to
his base defense to try and

block the aack.

Flag Face rolls
a result of 1.

If the effecve aack is greater than or equal to the effecve defense roll, then the aack is considered successful, and the
defending character suffers a loss of life equal to the appropriate amount of base damage indicated by the character’s card,
and augmented by cards to create an effecve damage roll.

The defender then counters with any bonuses indicated by cards played on previous turns, or supplemented by equipment.
The defender rolls the indicated bonuses to create their effecve defense roll.

When an aack is successful,
the amount of damage a character does
is subtracted from the defender’s life total.

When all enemies have been defeated, the GM will read the final exposion and conclude the game session. Follow any
instrucons that are indicated at the end of a session to prepare your characters for the next session in the campaign.

Bonus given to Purity Patrol
when using this equipment.

Bonus given to TOBC member
when using this equipment.

Amount of ammunion
before equipment must
be reoaded or discarded.


